
                             Contraction Versus Possessive?        _______________
contraction – yellow           possessive - orange

I could have gone to my mother's friend's house, but I didn't want to.
                           
Inari couldn't wait to play with her brother's new toy.

Thomas and Timmy weren't sure they understood Mrs. Corbett's directions.

Lauren's going to her friend Renee's house for dinner.

Noah's building an amazing structure from his neighbor's blocks.

Emily's wall was colorfully decorated with the artwork she displayed.

The girls' bedroom was painted pink, but it didn't have flowers.

The boys' lockers were old and rusty, but their workout room was amazing.

The small kitten's left paw was covered with mud, but it didn't seem to 
mind.

The animals' cages were cleaned everyday by the staff.

I always enjoy reading my friends' book reports.

Joey's leg was broken when he didn't see the ball and tripped.

The pizza's toppings were tasty and hot, and Yossi couldn't wait to eat it!

When evaluating apostrophe usage, I feel   _____  confident
                                                                    _____ a little unsure
                                                                    _____  I need help!



                             Contraction Versus Possessive? Answer Key
contraction – yellow           possessive - orange

I could have gone to my mother's friend's house, but I didn't want to.
               (mother's – orange, friend's – orange, didn't - yellow)
Inari couldn't wait to play with her brother's new toy.
           (couldn't – yellow,  brother's - orange)
Thomas and Timmy weren't sure they understood Mrs. Corbett's directions.
                 ( weren't – yellow, Mrs. Corbett's - orange)
Lauren's going to her friend Renee's house for dinner.
                 (Lauren's – yellow,  Renee's - orange)
Noah's building an amazing structure from his neighbor's blocks.
               (Noah's – yellow, neighbor's - orange)
Emily's wall was colorfully decorated with the artwork she displayed.
               (Emily's – orange)
The girls' bedroom was painted pink, but it didn't have flowers.
               (girls' – orange,  didn't - yellow)
The boys' lockers were old and rusty, but their workout room was amazing.
               (boys' - orange)
The small kitten's left paw was covered with mud, but it didn't seem to 
mind.                 (kitten's – orange, didn't - yellow)

The animals' cages were cleaned everyday by the staff.
                        (animals' - orange)
I always enjoy reading my friends' book reports.
                       (friends' - orange)
Joey's leg was broken when he didn't see the ball and tripped.
                       (Joey's – orange, didn't - yellow)
The pizza's toppings were tasty and hot, and Yossi couldn't wait to eat it!
               (pizza's – orange, couldn't - yellow)

When evaluating apostrophe usage, I feel   _____  confident
                                                                    _____ a little unsure
                                                                    _____  I need help!


